Fibrillary structure is key for hemostasis: a similar effect of collagen fleece and oxidized cellulose on experimental hemorrhagic brain injury.
The choice of the ideal hemostatic agent for intraoperative cerebral bleeding is under continuous debate. Our aim was to assess the influence of such materials on bleeding time in hemorrhagic cerebral contusions. We compared oxidized regenerated cellulose in fibrillar form (ORC) to microfibrillar collagen fleece (CF) in an experimental study. N=50 Sprague Dawley rats underwent a bilateral craniectomy. 3 separate standardized superficial cortical impacts were inflicted using a high-speed drill. Immediately after lesion placement, each of the 3 lesions was covered with (a) nothing (control), (b) ORC, or (c) CF. We observed the 3 lesions with a surgical microscope. The bleeding times were recorded for each cerebral lesion and compared using ANOVA test. All traumatic lesions produced significant bleeding. The statistical analysis showed a clear reduction in bleeding time for groups treated with either ORC or CF compared to the control group. Lesions covered with ORC and CF showed no significant difference with regard to bleeding time. ORC and CF significantly reduce blood loss from hemorrhagic contusions. Our data suggest that they effectively reduce bleeding time. We advocate the use of hemostatic material for limiting bleeding from superficial cortical lesions.